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Abstract
Vibrating components are highly susceptible to fatigue failure. Most components must fulfil some form of durability
certification test prior to production. Tests are conducted on real prototype components or use a CAE based simulation of the component. The drive signals are often in the form of PSD’s obtained using the FDS and SRS/ERS test
tailoring approach. The sign-off test can be accelerated using reduction factors applied on the PSD’s in order to
optimise costs and development duration. Numerical Simulation may help by verifying the loading is realistic and
representative and by showing a contour plot of the component damage calculated using real materials fatigue data.
This paper presents this mixed Test/CAE approach and its application in a case study.
Résumé
Les composants fonctionnant dans un environnement mécanique vibratoire sont largement susceptibles au phénomène d’endommagement par fatigue. La validation expérimentale de ces composants passe la plupart du temps
par la spécification d’une DSP, construite à partir d’un profil de mission sur la base d’équivalences de dommage par
fatigue et de réponse extrême. Des facteurs d’accélération d’essais peuvent alors être introduits, qui lorsqu’ils sont
bien maîtrisés, conduisent à des réductions notables en terme de coûts et délais de développement. La simulation
numérique peut alors aider à optimiser ce process, en vérifiant que le chargement synthétique représenté par cette
DSP est réaliste et en établissant une cartographie de l’endommagement sur le composant à partir de lois de comportements réelles. Ce papier présente cette approche mixte test/simulation et son application à un cas concret.
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1. INTRODUCTION : PROJECT OBJECTIVES
It is common practice in qualifying components for production release to require them to complete a test without failure
(i.e. “pass”). This shows whether or not a component will meet with customer requirements. The true limit of the
component may remain unknown, as will the distribution of that limit. If this limit is known (test failed) design changes
and a follow up test are required.
Automotive OEMs and their suppliers continue to adopt more cost effective methods for product design and
manufacture to remain competitive in a global marketplace. In the drive to reduce development cost, the time and
prototype parts available for traditional physical testing have been drastically reduced. Coefficients like test factors are
used to account for the limited number of durability tests undertaken.
This paper will briefly show how the test tailoring approach (also called Accelerated Testing in nCode’s products) can
be completed with virtual CAE-based fatigue analysis to create an accelerated and realistic test specification for a
muffler used on a city bus.
This example is from a project undertaken with the Exhaust system manufacturer.
The project was developed in 4 Stages:
1) Measure real acceleration on an exhaust muffler as it drives over a proving ground
2) Create accelerated fatigue test using random PSD
3) Run accelerated test on FE model to determine whether design is valid
4) Run accelerated test on prototype using electro-dynamic shaker and compare results with FE analysis
The emphasis will be put on why and how the virtual vibration test is conducted. We will also compare the results
between Physical and Virtual.

Before continuing we should review the requirements for a successful durability test:
1. The test must be suitable for the item in question, be that a single component, subassembly or the complete product.
2. The test must replicate the same failure mechanisms observed in the real loading environment.
3. The test should be representative of the real loading environment within known statistical margins.
4. The test should be accelerated where possible to improve development schedules and reduce cost; however, it should
not incur unrealistically high loads that might alter the failure mechanism.
5. The test specification should be suitable for rig based testing and Finite Element (FE) based analysis.

2. MEASUREMENTS OF INPUT LOADS - MISSION PROFILE
A Mission Profile comprises several measured load events that are assumed typical of various real-life situations. A
ground vehicle, for example, might include events for; highway use, town use, light off-road use, cross-country, fully
and part loaded vehicle weight, severe pothole and kerb strikes, as well as the initial damage associated with component
packaging and transportation. Representative PSDs or time signals are measured for each event along with an estimate
of how long the vehicle might be expected to see this event in-service.
Accelerations were measured on the muffler over several laps of the proving ground. The original durability schedule
stipulated a target endurance equivalent to 53 days of continuous driving. Measurements were recorded on both Belgian
block and the ride and handling surfaces. The FDS and SRS (see next chapter for more details on FDS and SRS) were
calculated for each lap and the statistically weighted mean was used as a representative for the surface. The FDS values
were then scaled over the target endurance of the component. .
Figure 1 below shows the muffler and its mounting configuration. Two tri-axial accelerometers were used. These were
placed close to the front and rear chassis brackets. Other accelerometers were also positioned on the component to
ascertain the modal characteristics of the assembly but these were not used in the accelerated testing analysis.
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Figure 1 : The Muffler, its Mounting and the position of the accelerometers
As shown in Figure 1 above, the accelerometer close to the front bracket is actually fixed on the longitudinal member of
the chassis, whereas the rear bracket accelerometer is on a cross member. They represent the input load to the muffler.

3. Development of a Vibration Profile - Test Synthesis
3.1. The Test Tailoring Method
An accelerated test is required that yields at least the same fatigue damage content as that seen by a component over its
whole life. This objective is best achieved using a process called ‘Mission Profiling and Test Synthesis’ or ‘Test
Tailoring’.
A rig or CAE drive signal is created during the Test Synthesis stage. The test signal must contain at least the same
fatigue damage content as the Mission Profile but over an accelerated test period. The Test Tailoring method used here
is based on the French Military standard, GAM-EG 13 [7] and the NATO Draft Standard AECTP 200 [8]. Its route map
is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 : Test Tailoring Route Map
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3.2. Fatigue Damage and Shock/Extreme Response Spectra
The ‘Fatigue Damage Spectrum (FDS)’ represents a plot of fatigue damage Vs natural frequency of a single degree of
freedom (SDOF) system. Similarly, the ‘Extreme Response Spectrum (ERS)’ and ‘Shock Response Spectrum (SRS)’
represent maximum amplitude load V’s natural frequency of a SDOF system.
The Test Tailoring method assumes that the dynamic characteristics of the final vehicle are unknown. It takes a generic
input acceleration and estimates what acceleration values are likely to be witnessed by any component mounted in that
vehicle assuming a SDOF transfer function between input and response. The natural frequency of the system is also
unknown so the method uses a function to calculate the fatigue damage or shock for a given range of natural
frequencies. This ensures that all eventualities are taken into account. Real world applications are seldom SDOF
systems; however, the response in most cases is dominated by a single dynamic mode and this, together with the
inherent conservatism of the approach, is sufficient to ensure the synthesized test is at least as severe as that obtained in
the real world.
For more background information on the FDS/ERS and SRS algorithms the reader is referred to Halfpenny [8].

3.3. Resulting Random vibration profile
Figure 3 below shows the PSD obtained. This Random vibration profile was derived from the test Tailoring approach.
The accelerated test specification was designed for 72 hours per axis of exposure on the vibration table.
The test specification is therefore reduced by a factor of approximately 6 (i.e. 53 / (3 * 3)).

x axis
y axis
z axis

Figure 3 : Accelerated PSD – 72 hours per axis
To verify that the test has not been accelerated too much and to ensure that the loads applied are not unreasonably high,
the test tailoring method proposes to compare the Test and Mission SRS’s. Figure 4 below shows the overlaid response
spectra for each direction.

X axis

Test ERS
Mission
ERS

Test ERS
Mission
ERS

Y axis

Z axis

Test ERS
Mission
ERS

Figure 4 : SRS comparisons between test and measured load
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What we can clearly see is that:
• X axis – higher amplitude test loading for low frequencies: it is due to wheel-hop (natural frequency of the
wheel mass and suspension spring stiffness). We decided it was not important because design constraint
prohibits natural frequencies in this region.
• X axis – lower amplitude test loading in higher frequencies: impulsive shock loading. Impulsive shock and
impact excites higher modes with short duration; however, the PSD test is relatively long at 72 hours so these
high frequency impulses are reduced in amplitude. Suggest we augment PSD test with shock test to ensure no
failure from overload
• Y axis – as above
• Z axis – as above. This is dominant loading direction; notice how good the fit is.

4. Physical Testing
4.1. Configuration
Physical tests were performed on an electrodynamic shaker. These are driven using a specified acceleration input and
vibrate the component against its own inertia. The fatigue stresses incurred are attributed to the product of component
mass and the applied acceleration.
Figures 5 and 6 below show the Test Configuration.

Vibration
Hot gas

Shaker

Figure 5 : Physical Test Configuration

Figure 6 : Photo showing electro-dynamic shaker rig with muffler assembly
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4.2. Results
Several mufflers were tested successfully so the muffler was approved for manufacture.
For the requirements of this project, tests were actually continued up to failure.
Fatigue cracks appeared on the brackets: same location as reported from real operational conditions.
The spread of failure times were within a factor of 2.

5. CAE based Testing – Virtual Shaker
5.1. Concept and Requirement for a Virtual Shaker
As seen in chapter 3, the test tailoring approach allows you to derive a PSD that is representative of the real operational
environment. It uses quite a few assumptions especially regarding the material behaviour to calculate Damage.
An FE based analysis can apply the derived PSD to the FE Model of the component, with proper material data assigned.
The damage at each node or element is then calculated. A contour plot is obtained that shows the “hot spots” i.e. where
the component experiences the most damage, associated with the exposure duration to failure (i.e. its Life).
Virtual FE-based testing completes the Test Tailoring approach in the case where:
– Physical test is successful, since it gives a margin of safety.
– Physical test fails, since it helps in the re-design phase.
This FE Vibration Analysis is the equivalent to simulating a single axis shaker table test: we will call it a “Virtual
Shaker”. Other benefits of numerical simulation include:
– Perform smarter and quicker physical tests by simulating first
– Perform virtual durability assessment up front to reduce reliance on physical test and avoid costly design and
tooling changes.
CAE based testing is usually performed using a Finite Element (FE) simulation. The simplest analyses use a quasi-static
approach where the component is not sensitive to dynamic effects such as resonance and transients. If dynamic effects
are important we must progress towards more intensive analyses such as random vibration, transient and modal
transient analyses. Random vibration analysis is performed in the frequency domain with loads being specified in terms
of a Power Spectral Density (PSD) function. This form of analysis is relatively quick. Transient analysis is performed in
the time domain and requires significant computation time. This analysis is usually restricted to very short discrete
events, and is certainly not adopted when fatigue damage is attributable to long periods of random vibration loading.
In that sense, the Test Tailoring approach helps the Virtual test: it allows you to simplify the applied load into 1 single
representative PSD which is easier to handle, faster to process and shows a better statistical content than long and
numerous Time Series.

5.2. The FE Analysis
A Random Vibration analysis using the Finite Element program MSC.Nastran was performed. A transfer function
solution was run to establish the component response and this was used by the nCode DesignLifeTM program to estimate
the fatigue life of the component.
nCode DesignLifeTM is dedicated to fatigue analysis. Its features include:
– Random (PSD loading)
– Swept sine loading
– Static offset loading can be included
– Temperature corrections
– Real, multi-segment material data can be used.
Figure 7 shows the FE model with its boundary conditions. The PSD load applied at the excitation point is the envelope
of the front and rear PSD’s. Rigid elements link the Excitation point with the brackets (where they are assembled with
the members of the chassis).
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Excitation Point

Figure 7 : FE model from virtual vibration rig

Damage is estimated at each node of the component using the procedure as illustrated by Figure 8 below.

Figure 8 : Overview of the Vibration Fatigue Analysis Route
The PSD cycle counter is crucial in this procedure. The next chapter describes and compares the most popular ones.

5.3. PSD cycle counters
This section describes three approaches for computing fatigue life, or damage, directly from the PSD of stress as
opposed to a time signal. For more background information the reader is referred to Bishop and Sherratt [1] and
Halfpenny [2], [7].
Narrow-band approach (Bendat and Rice)
In 1964 Bendat [3] proposed the first significant step towards a method for determining fatigue life from PSDs. Earlier,
in 1954 Rice [4] showed that the probability density function (pdf) of peaks for a narrow-band signal tended towards a
Rayleigh distribution as the bandwidth reduced. Using this assumption the pdf of stress range would also tend to a
Rayleigh distribution. To complete his solution, Bendat used a series of equations derived by Rice [4] to estimate the
expected number of cycles using moments of area under the PSD. Bendat’s narrow-band solution for the stress range
histogram is therefore determined from the pdf expressed in Equation (1).
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Where : N is the expected number of cycles of stress range S occurring in T seconds. m0 is the zeroth moment of area of
the PSD, and E[P] is the expected number of peaks obtained by Equation (2).
E[P ] =

m4
m2

(2)

m4 and m2 are the 4th and 2nd moments of area of the PSD respectively where the nth moment of area is defined as

m n = ∫ f n ⋅ G ( f )df , and G(f) is the value of the single sided PSD at frequency f Hz.

The term in brackets in Equation (1) is the Raleigh probability distribution.
Bendat’s narrow-band solution tends to be conservative for broad-band signals.
A reliable measure of bandwidth was offered by Rice[4] as a ratio of the number of zero up crossings in a time signal,
to the number of peaks. This ratio is often known as the ‘irregularity factor’ and is given by Equation 3. For narrowbanded signals the irregularity factor tends to unity whereas broad-banded signals progressively tend to zero.
m2

γ =

(3)

m0 ⋅ m 4

Dirlik
Rice concluded that for a signal of arbitrary bandwidth, the pdf of peaks could be obtained from the weighted sum of
the Rayleigh and Gaussian distributions. However, the pdf of peaks is not the same as the pdf of stress range which is
required for fatigue analysis. In 1985 Dirlik [5] proposed an empirical closed form solution to estimate the pdf of stress
range following extensive computer simulations using the Monte Carlo technique. Although apparently more
complicated than some alternative methods it is still only a function of four moments of area of the PSD, these being
m0, m1, m2 and m4. The Dirlik formulation is given in Equation 4 and 5.

N (S ) = E[P]⋅ T ⋅ p(S ) (4)
Where, N(S) is the number of stress cycles of range S N/mm2 expected in time T sec. E[P] is the expected number of
peaks obtained by Equation (2).
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The Dirlik equation is based on the weighted sum of the Rayleigh, Gaussian and exponential probability distributions.
In terms of accuracy, Dirlik’s empirical formula for Rainflow ranges has been shown to be far superior to the methods
previously discussed. The Dirlik approach is also remarkably robust.
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Lalanne and Rice
Rice [4] developed a theoretical expression to determine the pdf of peaks for a signal of arbitrary bandwidth. Lalanne
[6] used this expression and showed that it could also be used as a basis for determining the pdf of cycle stress range.
Lalanne’s formula is given in Equation (6).
−S
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1 − γ 2 2 rms 2 (1−γ 2 ) S ⋅ γ ⎡
1
S ⋅γ
⋅
⋅e
+
⋅ ⎢1 + erf ⎜
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Where γ is the irregularity factor determined from Equation 3, and erf(x) is error function defined by:

erf ( x ) =

2

π

x

⋅ ∫ e −t dt .
2

0

The Lalanne/Rice approach is as robust as Dirlik’s. It gives similar results and offers the advantage of being less
empirical. For a more detailed comparison between these PSD cycle counters, the reader is referred to Halfpenny [7].

5.4. Results obtained
Results of such a Finite Elements Fatigue analysis consist of several indicators. Amongst them:
- The Hot Spots i.e. where is the fatigue crack likely to initiate.
- Values of Fatigue Lives
Hot Spots
The FE analysis accurately identified failure locations. They perfectly matched with physical tests as well as with
observations from real operational conditions: the brackets are the most damaged parts.
Life
Life results were within a factor of 2 of observed test results using the Dirlik and Lalanne/Rice PSD cycle counters
methods.
Figure 9 below shows the resulting damage contour plots on the muffler and more specifically on the brackets.
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Figure 9 : Resulting Damage Contour Plots on Muffler and its Brackets

6. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented how the test tailoring approach can be completed with virtual CAE-based fatigue analysis to
create an accelerated and realistic test specification for a muffler used on a city bus.
It has discussed how a representative Random Vibration Profile can be derived from a mission profile. The obtained
drive PSD was used as input for a physical durability test on a shaker and also for a virtual FE-based fatigue analysis. A
comparison between fatigue lives obtained has been performed and the results demonstrate an excellent correlation.
The benefits of Virtual testing are obvious here. It gives an idea of the life of the component and therefore informs
about the margin of safety (component’s life compared to the vehicle requirements). It also allows sensitivity analysis
(changes in design/material/loading) and therefore helps in the development of cost-effective valid designs.
However, adopting this approach is not without risk. We cannot rely on virtual performance prediction alone, without
some type of physical test confirmation. Otherwise, we could not exclude some unpredicted behaviour only becoming
known late in the development process… leading to considerably higher re-design, re-tooling and possible delaysrelated costs!
Moreover, Virtual testing is limited when material characteristics of the component are not fully known or difficult to
model (non linearities, non-homogenity, etc.).
Virtual testing will probably never totally replace the physical sign-off test. It is however very useful to use in parallel
for all the mentioned advantages, in a simple and robust configuration.
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